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Reese's story is must-read for people looking to find indicating and purpose in modern-day
culture. Not only does Cory's amusing and powerful writing enables listeners a unique
perspective in to the challenges and benefits of operating, but it addittionally inspires each of us
to turn tragedy into triumph. "Cory Reese writes with humor, humbleness and honesty. In
Nowhere Near Initial, Cory shares his deeply personal story about experiencing his father's
suicide at a age, and how this resulted in a career in endurance running and a desire to live life to
the fullest. Nowhere Close to First is a humorous, captivating, and uplifting account of Cory's
memorable ultramarathon experiences. His tale is certainly both uplifting and actual, and his
tales of persistence and perseverance are sure to inspire, whether you're at the front of the pack
or nowhere near first. Regardless of the name, this book's a winner!" (Dean Karnazes, author of
Ultramarathon Guy: Confessions of an All-Night Runner) "Cory Reese's reserve, Nowhere Near
First, is an immensely entertaining and profoundly educational tale about overcoming issues to
forge a meaningful life.A long time before Cory Reese strapped on his first pair of running shoes,
he learned the key to being a successful ultrarunner: He understood how to suffer." (Karl
Hoagland, publisher, UltraRunning Magazine) "Cory has penned a very personal accounts of
overcoming hardship in his personal and athletic life. Nowhere Near First tells his tale of
perseverance and survival in a vivid, smart way that peaks with his extraordinarily positive
method of looking at life." (Marshall Ulrich, author of Working On Empty: An Ultramarathoner's
Story of Love, Reduction, and a Record-Setting FIND America)
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. However, his dedication is impressive and a common theme among back-of-the-packers and
elites as well. Highly recommended, even though you never work a race in your daily life! This
reserve is definitely hilarious and inspiring. I highly recommend picking it up. Fun! Humorous and
insightful account of the joy, lessons, adventures, social network, healthy advantages
psychologically well as physiologically ultrarunning affords. This is not an egocentric "all about
me" book but rather a universal tale about how exactly by the commitment of effort and getting
back in this game, we can all reap the prize of happiness. That is, it's an earned achievement of
doing something hard and extraordinaryAs an aging ultrarunner for over 33 years, I was
extremely inspired by the styles articulated by this book. Truly the best book ever. Also, along
with the adventures afforded by ultrarunning, I have found no better group to be with from all
walks of existence with the shared curiosity in doing something therefore positively wonderful in
so many ways. This publication reminded me of this. That is the best benefit of Cory’s story is
that he's constantly .I totally loved this book I totally loved this book!. 2 yrs ago I began running
with the goal of a completing 1 mile. Fast forwards to this 12 months, I bought Cory’s book
ahead of running my 1st ultra (50 kilometers). It's an extraordinary debut, walking readers
through his life and touching on a few of the adventures on the way. By posting his tales he
answered therefore many questions I had about training, race day preparation and what to
expect mentally. I had browse a lot of various other books compiled by elite athletes and I
experienced a hard time relating. This is the best benefit of Cory’s tale is that he is constantly
challenging himself, even when it’s hard. The humorous and emotional accounts of working,
from fatigue, foot, mosquitoes, etc. He handed the book back again to me the very next day after remaining up past due reading it - asking what trail races were happening soon. Every
chapter is similar to its own story and it flows very well. If you start small, even with 1 mile,
running an ultra can be possible. Cory’s book proceeds to inspire me to problem myself to
discover what my limitations are. I'll continue to get back to his publication as a reference as I
train for my first worldwide trail competition and a 100K in 2018. Somewhere near first one of
many my favorite running memoirs What sets Cory's publication apart from similar running
memoirs is his ability to tell a tale in a manner that doesn't experience forced - it's like moving
out for a run on the trails with a pal, just discussing life, working, and everything among. Cory is
indeed.."I gave his book to a running friend of mine, a guy who runs but hasn't ventured longer
than a fifty percent marathon.relateable. Oh sure it's amazing reading the adventures of runners
like Jurek or Dean or Roll, but it's hard to read a story about what it's prefer to be suffering while
leading Western Claims or Badwater 135 and know very well what that feeling is similar to. I
discovered this book from a tweet from a fellow ultra runner who described this mainly because
an awesome book. There is certainly some demotivation in that one. You don't complete the
Badwater 135 without having to be an elite runner. Yet it's an approachable sort of elite, actually
though that's a little bit of an oxymoron. Cory's not really authoring fueling his operates with chia
seeds or listing off the powders and tinctures in a smoothie that would make the witches of
MacBeth state "Whoa, you're placing that in there?. Suffering is portion of the procedure and he
embraces it. That is the effect of Nowhere Near Initial - it's a book that makes you wish to go out
and punch through a wall structure and then race a cheetah. I found Cory’s perspectives on both
life and running to be sincere and inspiring.Cory's writing style makes for a quick read, a verbal
runner's large if you will, webpages flipping along. Nowhere Near First is certainly hands down
probably the most helpful pieces of reading I did so while preparing. You'll laugh, you'll cry, you
will want to go outside and run.It's a great gift for the runner (or wanna end up being runner) in
your life. Perfectly written and the movement of the book was great. What strike home the most

for me, was the idea that while there could be winners (as these occasions are races), but almost
everyone involved is certainly pulling for each participant in their own struggle of stamina to the
last finisher and everyone among. Generally it works well. It makes me howl with laughter, sad
sometimes, and makes me want to get out and operate. I made the leap from half-marathons to
Ultra Marathons after reading this reserve, because Cory convinced me that I, as well, could do it.
I ran the Across The Years 48 hour competition last year (and will again this season) solely
because Cory made it sound so amazing. And simply put an incredible book. Well worth the read.
I wish I lived closer so his awesomeness could rub off on me. Whether you operate or not,
Nowhere Near First is normally a worthy read. I actually ran through this reserve faster than my
legs could carry me!.. But reading about being stuck on a trail during the night, or jumping into a
van to escape thunderstorms - I understand what that feeling is like. And it didn't disappoint.
Corey paints an frequently funny accounts on why and how some people begin ultra running with
its ups ands downs. Corey does a good work of describing this and relating it to runners and nonrunners as well. He also doesn’t sugar coating what it feels as though to go through really long
occasions and struggling. Also he pays attention to those around him on these runs. The overall
message is normally that you CAN operate ultra distances & And simply because all great
operating books, this publication does come built with some of Corey's success ideas for those
ultra works. I am paying considerably more focus on spreading the peanut butter. If you enjoy
reading, running, and travel literature then you too will be endorsing this reserve. At times silly,
significant, introspective or humble, the writer’s style is very down to earth and paints lively
pictures not merely of the struggles of racing, but to be a father, husband, child, and man. a good
go through for anyone who runs I enjoyed the book. The one-liners kind of produced me roll my
eye sometimes, but the author's genuine love for the sport and what it did for both him & you Can
perform big goals. I've limited trail running experience, but this book did inspire me to look into
some trails in southern Utah! Also one note, he seems to prove a theory I hold about running - if
you go out running others will adhere to, the simple act to do. his family is obvious. Cory is
certainly humble, self-deprecating, kind, insightful, and inspirational. Great Book This was a
wonderful wonderful book. For true. He has me inspired to run much longer distances because
like him I am not really fast but have a love for running. A fun read A fun and engaging accounts
of one man’s struggle with life as noticed through his unlikely dependence on ultramarathons.
Also have a look at his columns in Ultrarunning Magazine. Fastest read ever. Once again a great
book and now in good business with other working titles. The struggles and greatest victories of
the writer are testimony to his character, and his way with terms makes it easy to imagine
entering the lengthy dark tunnel of ultra-running. Just by his words do we turn out the other side.
Such a great and positive read! I loved reading this publication! But in a way that it actually
seems like it can happen. As a trail runner, it's easy to get discouraged reading reasons for
having and by the elites, but Cory's experience as a back again of the pack runner is certainly
super relatable. (But it has the right basic advice for individuals who do!) interesting but a little
bit limited I go through ultrarunning books for motivation as I go farther in my training. I have
browse Nowhere Near First countless occasions, and will download the audio reserve to listen to
during very long races.Though I believe that Cory would probably bristle at the term "elite," the
truth is that he is at the very top runner. The author gives us information regarding race day
issues in order to avoid, and some other practical knowledge. His bragging about how nerdy he is
will get a little tiresome, and his regular remarks about how exactly much pain he is in makes a
case for avoidance of the whole lot. It is probably the best running memoir I've read. I would
recommend other books before this one, but I'm glad I read it. Wish I could have taken notes but I

was running! Loved the book! Paid attention to the audio version during my long runs and it had
been not only inspiring but educational as well. Great tips and great read! Inspirational It’s a
great, easy read book.
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